VACANCY | GRAPHIC DESIGN

FREELANCE GRAPHIC DESIGNER
Calling for a master of Ai, Ps and Id. A creative mind with a sense for branding. Someone who can
create a strong and consistent company identity. You could be the one to take on all our brandrelated graphic design and become part of our creative community.
TWOFIFTYK
We’re an all-round multidisciplinary design studio. In smart collaboration with our clients and
partners we create outstanding imagineering concepts that are durable, make true impact, tell a
story and are practical. As a one-stop-shop we’re specialized in: concept, design and show. We are
leading in the industry and living the outstanding experiences we pioneered for many years within
the entertainment scene. To rock the world with each project we lean on our global community
of professional freaks: concept developers, designers, interactive technology developers and show
directors. Whether it’s a concert, festival, theatre, sports event or a public space: we live for those
moments of magic in the crowd. We love to make it happen!
Our latest projects include the Armin Only World tour, Glow Light festival, EDC Las Vegas,
Awakenings, ADE, Afrojack, Basic Fit, Electric Zoo New York, Hardwell, ID&T, Martin Garrix, The
Flying Dutch, Radio 538, Storm Festival Shanghai and many more.
This is who we are looking for:
A creator. Can you evoke emotions through color, texture, images and symbols? We are looking for
someone able to make original sketches based on our ideas. And then convert the sketches into
high-quality deliverables ready for web or print.
This is what you’ll do:
We’re working towards a clear global identity as an all-round design company. Your first task would
be to design our company identity. From there on, you will work on a logo, company brand book,
merchandise items, business cards, mail signatures, company letters, creative presentation formats
and much more.
This is what you need to be:
•
An inspired, highly creative mind
•
Autonomous, pro-active and able to adapt fast
•
Passionate about branding and broadly interested in art and culture
•
Experienced (at least 3 years)
•
Flexible with a hands-on mentality; a 9-5 attitude won’t get you far since deadlines run our
studio
This is what we offer:
•
A competitive freelance fee
•
An inspiring work environment with tons of different disciplines. Use and expand your  
knowledge, as we always push the boundaries
•
To become part of our global community of passionate creatives and night owls
•
To work for a leading company in the entertainment industry
Interested?
We’re looking forward to your cover letter, resume and portfolio. You can send them to Nicole
Scheerens, nicole@250K.nl. Want to know more? Call +31407873499.
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